"ACP Medicine" is the first comprehensive reference to carry the name of the American College of Physicians. Developed to help busy physicians keep up with changing guidelines in primary care, "ACP Medicine" is an evidence-based reference of internal medicine.

"ACP Medicine" is:
# Current. Written and updated by a team of the nation’s foremost primary care physicians
# Authoritative. The only comprehensive text of internal medicine sponsored by the American College of Physicians;
# Evidence-based. A leader in the adoption of evidence-based standards;
# Peer-reviewed. Ensuring the highest-quality recommendations;
# Fast. Consistent organization, writing style, and search logic get you to answers quickly, with a wealth of tables and charts for quick reference;
# Comprehensive. The 11 subspecialties of internal medicine, plus key topics in Women's Health, Preventive Medicine, Psychiatry, and more.
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